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Introduction

• Buildings have a significant impact on energy use and the environment

• Energy in the building sector continues to increase – primarily because new 
buildings are being constructed faster than old ones are retired

• Energy consumption will continue to increase until buildings can be designed to:
• use energy efficiently and
• produce enough energy to offset the energy demand of these buildings

• Consequently, need to create the technology and knowledge base to reduce 
impact of buildings on the environment

• Case study: towards standardising rural clinics to be independent of 
municipal services, such as electricity
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Electricity Supply Option Hierarchy  
(courtesy of National Renewable Energy Laboratory, USA)
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SA’s renewable energy resource (WASA Phase 1)



South Africa’s Renewable Energy Resource cont’d

Waste is another resource that can be 
exploited.
Examples: waste water (sewage), municipal 
solid waste,  agricultural waste  
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Case study: Renewable Energy for Electrification of Rural Buildings in the
Eastern Cape Province

• 3 year multinational EU (Garrad Hassan of UK, Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation) - CSIR investigative project

• Objective: identify rural electrification opportunities using renewable energies
linked to existing & new economic activities

• Output: identified implementable projects – emphasis on objective technological
evaluations of energy efficiency & renewable energy in buildings

• Identified energy efficiency & renewable energy projects at Hluleka Nature
Reserve & Lucingweni village on Wild Coast of Eastern Cape Province

• Both examples of NREL Option 2: Renewable energy based electricity generated
within the boundary of the building site
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Hluleka Nature Reserve and Lucingweni Village
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Rural Clinics

• No standardised  South African rural clinic

• Provinces have developed their own design guidelines for their 
respective health facilities

• CSIR investigated patient flow patterns into and out of a typical basic 
clinic

• A general patient flow pattern was established 

• Information used to design a generic rural clinic  - standardised clinic

• Designed to be independent of municipal services,  ie water, sanitation 
and energy 
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Energy requirements for standardised rural clinic
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Standard clinic: CSIR Pretoria demo site - solar

Based on a technical analysis of the expected electricity requirements of the 
clinic and the available roof space for solar panels, a demo standardised clinic on 
CSIR Pretoria campus can be powered solely by PV 
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Standard clinic: East London IDZ - wind
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Standard clinic: East London IDZ - wind

Preliminary investigations indicate that a wind system is slightly 
cheaper than a PV only system, but is site dependent on the 
availability of  renewable energy resources. 
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Preliminary recommendations for off-grid standard clinic

The following options are recommended for the clinic to function off-grid 
and independent of municipal services:

• Photovoltaic (PV) based system for the generation of electricity for 
sunny but wind free sites such as CSIR Pretoria campus.

• Wind based system for the generation of electricity for windy sites such 
as the East London Industrial Development Zone.

• Known renewable energy resources at specific site determines 
combinations of renewables used

• Solar water heating 

• Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) for space heating and cooking.
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Thank you

Name (email@csir.co.za)


